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In the AGM paradigm for belief revision, epistemic states are represented by logically 
closed sets of sentences, the so-called belief sets. An alternative approach uses belief 
bases, arbitrary sets of sentences. Both approaches have their problems when it comes 
to contraction operations. Belief bases are more expressive, but, at the same time, they 
present a serious syntax dependence.
Between those two extremes lie a whole gamut of operations called pseudo-contractions, 
some of which may be interesting alternatives to the classical ones, providing a good 
balance between syntax dependence and expressivity.
In this paper we explore some very natural and general constructions for pseudo-
contractions, showing some of their properties and giving their axiomatic characterizations. 
We also illustrate possible practical scenarios where they can be employed.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rational agents, be they humans or machines, must have some representation of their knowledge or belief system. 
Belief revision wants to understand how these agents should change these representations when they are faced with new 
information. As Gärdenfors has claimed [11, preface], there is little use in knowing how to represent knowledge if we do 
not know how to change these representations. The problem is not trivial, as new information may contradict what the 
agent previously believed, and it is not always clear how it can be accommodated.

In the most widely accepted theory of belief revision, known as AGM due to the initials of the authors of [1], the belief 
state of an agent is represented by a set of formulas closed under logical consequence. This representation has allowed 
for very elegant results, linking mathematical constructions to properties defining rational outcomes. These properties, the 
AGM rationality postulates, describe very intuitive desiderata, such as the inclusion postulate for contraction, which states that 
when the agent is giving up a belief, no new information should be added.

Nevertheless, the logical elegance of the AGM theory brings with it some undesirable effects when applied in practice: 
logical closure is computationally complex for any reasonably expressive language; in most logics, inconsistency (even if 
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momentary) will lead to trivialization; there is no distinction between beliefs that are explicit, or explicitly acquired, and 
beliefs that were implicitly derived.

In further studies (such as [15]), a generalization of the AGM theory was proposed wherein belief states are represented 
by arbitrary sets of logical sentences, not necessarily closed, called belief bases. Belief bases have a major advantage over 
closed belief sets: they are more expressive, as many different bases can be representations for one and the same belief state. 
This is particularly useful in the case of an inconsistent belief state. With logically closed sets, typically an inconsistency 
will clutter the set with all sentences of the language, making any two inconsistent belief states indistinguishable.

The same mathematical constructions defined for the AGM theory can be applied for belief bases. But here, the inclusion 
postulate, so intuitive for closed sets, turns out to be too restrictive. Without adding new elements it is not possible to 
weaken any formula, which could be enough to perform the contraction in consonance with the success postulate (i.e., 
effectively removing the input sentence). This means that more than what is necessary will be removed, considering that 
we want a minimal change (regarded as one of the base principles of belief revision). This problem can also be viewed as 
the problem of syntactic dependence, i.e., for two bases representing the same belief state, the codification of the base (the 
individual formulas it contains) can lead to different contractions. This phenomenon does not exist in the context of belief 
sets, since they represent a belief state in the knowledge level [27], ignoring syntactic variations.

Thus, on the one hand, we have operations on belief states represented by logically closed sets, which are completely 
independent of the syntactical form of formulas and, on the other hand, we have base operations where the outcome is 
completely dependent on the syntax. What we are looking for in this work is a middle ground, where some syntactical 
distinctions may be blurred. Throughout the paper, we present different examples of what this means. Typically, we are 
interested in weakening formulas, giving up parts of beliefs. As a motivation, consider the following example:

Example 1. [17] Suppose I believe, for good and independent reasons, that Andy is son of the mayor (a) and Bob is son of the 
mayor (b). Then I hear the mayor say: “I certainly have nothing against our youth studying abroad. My only son did it for 
three years”. I then have to retract a ∧ b from my base B = {a, b}. But it is reasonable to retain a belief that either Andy or 
Bob is the son of the mayor, i.e., the result of the contraction should be {a ∨ b}.

Hansson called these operations pseudo-contractions [17]. Pseudo-contractions are base change operations that violate the 
inclusion postulate. The goal of this paper is to investigate a particular construction for pseudo-contractions. We first argue 
for the benefits of this investigation, then we demonstrate some of the properties and relationships of this operation with 
other pseudo-contractions in the literature, such as the ones proposed by Nebel [26] and by Ribeiro and Wassermann [29]. 
It is important to note that in departing from the inclusion postulate for bases, we are not advocating for the arbitrary 
inclusion of formulas, but only for those that would be allowed in the corresponding closed set.

The original motivation for this research program came from databases and ontologies, where the knowledge base is a 
simplified representation for a more complex set of beliefs.

Example 2. Imagine that we have the knowledge base below:

K B = {likesCold ∧ ¬flies, isBird, isBird → flies}.
Here, {flies, ¬flies} ⊆ Cn(K B), that is, K B is inconsistent. It is easy to spot the inconsistency in this case, but one can 

easily come up with other examples where the chain of reasoning leading to flies is much more complicated, which would 
be more realistic. It is not uncommon for real life ontologies (KBs) to contain some inconsistencies. This, of course, does 
not mean that the users of that K B want to treat it as any other inconsistent KB, such as {flies, ¬flies} or L (the whole 
language) itself: they still find the information in K B meaningful, although strictly speaking ϕ ∈ Cn(K B) for any ϕ . So, 
on the one hand, we want the syntactic form of K B to be taken into account, not only its logical closure (Cn(K B)). The 
bits of information likesCold and isBird, for example, seem to be part of the KB, whereas ¬likesCold and ¬isBird do not 
(although from a purely logical point of view, which is probably not the user’s point of view, ¬likesCold and ¬isBird do 
follow from the explosion caused by the inconsistency). On the other hand, if we consider K B to be completely in the 
syntactical realm, a contraction of ¬flies in this case could be accomplished by removing likesCold ∧ ¬flies, but then we 
also lose likesCold (likesCold /∈ Cn(K B − ¬flies)). Sure, there might be cases where we want likesCold to go with ¬flies: 
maybe they were entered together and therefore should be deleted together. It is plausible, however, that in some cases the 
users of this KB (and this is application/domain dependent) would expect likesCold to survive the removal of ¬flies, making 
{likesCold ∧ ¬flies, isBird, isBird → flies} − ¬flies = {likesCold, ¬flies, isBird, isBird → flies} − ¬flies. This example shows that 
an intermediate degree of syntax dependence (not zero but not complete) might be desired.

The above example supports the idea that KBs must neither be treated as belief sets (deductively closed) nor simply as 
mere sets of formulas, where only the information explicitly represented matters. We come back to ontology engineering as 
an example of application in Section 5.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The subjects of belief revision and pseudo-contractions are approached in 
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we introduce a very general pseudo-contraction, show some of its properties 
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and in Section 5, we show examples of where it is used in practice. In Section 6, we present a second construction for 
pseudo-contraction and show its relation to local change. We conclude and present possibilities for future work in Section 7.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [31].

2. Belief change

In this section, we present the necessary background in the theory of Belief Change. We start by introducing the AGM 
paradigm and proceed to the theory of belief base change.

Before continuing, we will settle some conventions. We denote a language by L. A consequence relation is a function 
C : 2L → 2L . We denote logical sentences by Greek letters (α, β , . . . ) and sets of logical sentences by capital Latin letters 
(A, B , . . . ). Propositional atoms are denoted by lowercase Latin letters (p, q, . . . ). We use Cn for the consequence relation 
of classical propositional logic and CnF O L for the consequence relation of first-order logic. Below we list some properties a 
consequence relation may have.

monotonicity If A ⊆ B then C(A) ⊆ C(B)

inclusion A ⊆ C(A)

idempotence C(A) = C(C(A))

supraclassicality Cn(A) ⊆ C(A)

compactness If α ∈ C(A), then α ∈ C(A′) for some finite A′ ⊆ A.
deduction β ∈ C(A ∪ {α}) if and only if α → β ∈ C(A).
subclassicality C(A) ⊆ CnF O L(A)

If a consequence relation satisfies monotonicity, inclusion and idempotence, we say it is Tarskian.

2.1. The AGM paradigm

Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (henceforth AGM) published the paper that is considered the initial hallmark of 
the area [1], where they proposed to represent epistemic states by logically closed sets of propositions, called belief sets, i.e., 
a set K such that K = C(K ) for some consequence relation C (usually Tarskian). Three basic operations were considered in 
the paper: expansion, contraction and revision. Expansion (denoted by +) is the simple addition of a new logical sentence 
to the belief set, followed by the logical closure of the set, i.e., K + α = Cn(K ∪ {α}). The other two operations were not 
uniquely defined, but just constrained by a set of rationality postulates. Contraction (denoted by −) is the removal of a 
sentence in a way that the resulting set does not imply it (otherwise, since the belief set is logically closed, the sentence 
would readily reappear). Revision (denoted by ∗) is the addition of a new sentence, like expansion, but with the additional 
aim of preserving consistency whenever possible.

The following are the basic AGM rationality postulates for contraction.

(closure) K − α = Cn(K − α)

(success) If α /∈ Cn(∅), then α /∈ K − α
(inclusion) K − α ⊆ K
(vacuity) If α /∈ K , then K − α = K
(recovery) K ⊆ (K − α) + α
(extensionality) If Cn(α) = Cn(β), then K − α = K − β

Two other supplementary postulates were also proposed, but we will not address them here, as they are not as intuitive 
as the basic ones and are language dependent. Since revisions can be defined from contractions and expansions using the 
Levi Identity, given by K ∗ α = (K − ¬α) + α [1], we will focus on contractions in this paper.

In addition to the postulates of rationality that constrain the space of possible contractions, AGM have proposed a 
construction for a contraction operation, known as partial meet contraction.

Definition 3. [3] Let B ⊆ L and α ∈ L. The remainder set B ⊥ α is such that X ∈ B ⊥ α iff: X ⊆ B; α /∈ Cn(X); and for all 
sets Y , if X ⊂ Y ⊆ B , then α ∈ Cn(Y ).

Definition 4. [1] A function γ is a selection function for the set B if and only if, for all α ∈ L:

• If B ⊥ α = ∅ then ∅ = γ (B ⊥ α) ⊆ B ⊥ α;
• Otherwise, γ (B ⊥ α) = {B}.

Definition 5. [1] Let γ be a selection function for a set of sentences B . The partial meet contraction of B by a sentence α is 
given by B − α = ⋂

γ (B ⊥ α).
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It turns out that partial meet contraction is exactly equivalent to the aforementioned postulates for contraction, giving 
us one of the most important results in belief revision:

Theorem 6. [1] An operator − is a partial meet contraction for a belief set K if and only if for all sentences α the operation K − α
satisfies closure, success, inclusion, vacuity, recovery and extensionality.

2.2. Belief bases

The AGM theory was generalized in different ways, for example for other logics [30] (see Section 2.3). Another gener-
alization was the use of belief bases instead of belief sets to represent epistemic states [16]. Belief bases are arbitrary, not 
necessarily closed, sets of sentences, which grants them greater expressivity when compared to belief sets.

The same construction of Definition 5 can be applied to belief bases, however not all the AGM postulates are satisfied. 
In particular, the recovery postulate is not satisfied by partial meet base contraction.

Hansson has characterized the operation for bases by means of the following postulates:

(success) If α /∈ Cn(∅), then α /∈ Cn(B − α)

(inclusion) B − α ⊆ B
(relevance) If β ∈ B \ (B − α), then there is a B ′ such that B − α ⊆ B ′ ⊆ B , α /∈ Cn(B ′), but α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β})
(uniformity) If for all B ′ ⊆ B , α ∈ Cn(B ′) if and only if β ∈ Cn(B ′), then B − α = B − β

Theorem 7. [16] An operator − is a partial meet contraction for a belief base B if and only if for all sentences α the operation B − α
satisfies success, inclusion, relevance and uniformity.

Another construction for bases found in the literature is kernel contraction (a generalization of safe contraction [4]), pro-
posed by Hansson in [18]. Kernel contraction is defined by removing at least one element of each kernel, a minimal subset 
of the base implying the sentence to be contracted. Formally:

Definition 8. [18] Let B ⊆ L and α ∈ L. The kernel B ⊥⊥ α is such that X ∈ B ⊥⊥ α iff: X ⊆ B; α ∈ Cn(X); and for all sets Y , 
if Y ⊂ X , then α /∈ Cn(Y ).

Definition 9. [18] A function σ is an incision function for the set B if and only if:

• σ(B ⊥⊥ α) ⊆ ⋃
B ⊥⊥ α.

• if ∅ = X ∈ B ⊥⊥ α then X ∩ σ(B ⊥⊥ α) = ∅.

Definition 10. [18] Let σ be a selection function for a set of sentences B . The kernel contraction of B by a sentence α is 
given by B −σ α = B \ σ(B ⊥⊥ α).

The postulates that characterize this contraction function are the same as the ones for partial meet for bases, but replac-
ing relevance by the slightly weaker core-retainment postulate [18]:

(core-retainment) If β ∈ B \ (B − α), then there is a B ′ ⊆ B such that α /∈ Cn(B ′), but α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β})
A desirable property that partial meet contraction satisfies, but kernel contraction does not, is relative closure:

(relative closure) B ∩ Cn(B − α) ⊆ B − α

This property is a consequence of the postulate of relevance [19, p. 71], which kernel contraction does not satisfy. Due 
to the lack of this property, kernel contraction violates the principle of minimality of belief change [19, p. 90], as shown in 
the next example.

Example 11. Consider the logically independent sentences p and q, and let A = {p, p ∨ q, p ↔ q}. The kernel contraction 
A − (p ∧ q) = {p} is possible, whereas partial meet contraction cannot have this outcome. As observed by Hansson, it is not 
sensible to give up p ∨ q, since p was kept.

Nevertheless, a special type of kernel contraction called smooth kernel contraction [18] satisfies relative closure.
When studying operations on belief bases, it is interesting to know what happens in the closure of the resulting set (as 

though we were just using bases to represent the belief sets). Next we define a base-generated operation:

Definition 12. Let B ⊆ L, K = Cn(B) and − be a contraction operator for B . We say that ÷ is a contraction operator for K
generated from − if for all α ∈ L we have that K ÷ α = Cn(B − α).
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It may be desirable that base-generated operations satisfy the AGM postulates (producing a rational operation on the 
knowledge level). It turns out that no base-generated contraction operation will satisfy recovery [19, p. 307] (assuming that 
base contraction is an operation satisfying success and inclusion, the language has infinitely many atoms and is closed under 
boolean connectives, and the base is finite). In any case, recovery is the most controversial of all the six basic postulates.

2.3. Other generalizations

There have been several generalizations of the AGM theory in order to apply it to different logics. We may notice that, 
in fact, the AGM paradigm assumes an underlying logic 〈L, Cn〉 where L is closed under boolean connectives and Cn is 
Tarskian and satisfies supraclassicality, compactness and deduction. Both propositional and first-order classical logics satisfy 
these AGM assumptions, but several interesting fragments do not, such as description logics and Horn logics.

The AGM operation of contraction has been adapted to description logics by Flouris [10] and then refined by several 
authors. In a subsequent paper, the theory was extended by Ribeiro et al. and the precise assumptions needed were specified 
[30]. Delgrande and others studied in a series of papers how AGM contraction can be defined for Horn Logics [8,6,9].

The theory of belief base change has been generalized to logics that only need to be compact and monotonic by Hansson 
and Wassermann [20].

What was missing up to now was a study for scenarios where we need some of the power of belief sets, but not at the 
cost of completely erasing all syntactical differences. This is what we provide in this paper, after introducing the idea of 
pseudo-contractions.

3. Pseudo-contractions

Partial meet and kernel contractions over belief bases can lead to unnecessary waste of information, largely due to the 
inclusion postulate. This postulate prevents the weakening of formulas, which can be seen as an argument against its use 
for belief bases. Moreover, base-generated contractions never satisfy recovery precisely because of inclusion (and success, of 
course). The next example depicts the effects of inclusion over base contractions.

Example 13. [29] Suppose we have a belief base {p ∧q}, which stands for the fact that Cleopatra had a son (p) and that she 
had a daughter (q). If we want to contract the base by p, i.e., we want to remove the belief that she had a son, we have 
to give up the whole conjunction, and since the formula q is not included in the base, we give up the belief that Cleopatra 
had a daughter too.

One can justify that since p and q were together in the base, they should be removed together too. Nonetheless, from 
a purely logical point of view, there was loss of information, and the set {q} should at least be allowed as a possible result 
for the contraction.

Hansson has proposed a weakening of inclusion, logical inclusion [14]. He has called operations satisfying success and 
logical inclusion pseudo-contractions1 [17].

(logical inclusion) Cn(B − α) ⊆ Cn(B)

In fact, any operation on bases satisfying logical inclusion will give rise to a base-generated operation that satisfies 
inclusion. Since the idea of the inclusion postulate is to prevent addition of new information (not the addition of new 
formulas), logical inclusion seems to be far more adequate than its stronger variant for bases. This is a strong argument 
in favor of pseudo-contractions, constructions which can keep most of the advantages of base contraction and at the same 
time minimize informational loss.

One of the first such operations was Nebel’s pseudo-contraction [26], whose corresponding generated contraction on 
belief sets satisfies all the six basic AGM postulates.

Definition 14. Let 
∧

B be the conjunction of all elements of B , and γ a selection function for B . Nebel’s pseudo-contraction 
for the set B is the operator − such that for all sentences α:

B − α =
{

B if α ∈ Cn(∅);⋂
γ (B ⊥ α) ∪ {α → ∧

B} otherwise.

As already remarked by Ribeiro and Wassermann [29], this construction seems to have been conceived with the sole 
purpose of generating an operation on belief sets that satisfies recovery, fixing a problem of base contractions. Besides the 
restoration of recovery, it is difficult to find another intuition behind Nebel’s operation. In the same paper, they also note that 
it adds to the belief base more information than necessary to attain recovery, and show that {α → β | β ∈ B \⋂

γ (B ⊥α)} is 

1 Sometimes contractions are regarded as operations satisfying success and inclusion. Naturally, all contractions defined in this way are also pseudo-
contractions. In general, when we use the term pseudo-contraction we are referring specially to those operations that do not satisfy inclusion.
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enough for that purpose (let us call this variant restricted Nebel’s pseudo-contraction). The next example shows that sometimes 
Nebel’s operator can have an odd behaviour.

Example 15. [29] Returning to the context of the previous Cleopatra example, Nebel’s pseudo-contraction (or its restricted 
version) would make {p ∧ q} − p = {p → p ∧ q}, which means that if we do not believe anymore that Cleopatra had a son, 
we do not know anything about her having a daughter.

Following the criticism of Nebel’s operator, Ribeiro and Wassermann define a new operator, called general partial meet 
pseudo-contraction (from now on abbreviated to GPMPC) based on the notion of extension of a selection function.

Definition 16. [29] Let γ be a selection function for a set B and let B∗ contain B . An extension of γ to B∗ is a selection 
function γ ∗ such that for every Y ∈ γ ∗(B∗ ⊥ α) there is an X ∈ γ (B ⊥ α) such that X ⊆ Y .

Definition 17. [29] Let B be a finite belief base, α ∈ L and γ a selection function for B . The general partial meet pseudo-
contraction B − α is given by2:

B − α =
{

B if α ∈ Cn(∅)⋂
γ ∗(Cn∗(B) ⊥ α) otherwise

where Cn∗(B) = B ∪ fα(B \ ⋂
γ (B ⊥ α)), γ ∗ is an extension of γ to Cn∗(B) and fα is a consequence relation.

Despite having a quite complicated definition, GPMPC has a simple intuition behind it: the weakening of removed formu-
las. The function fα expands the original set of beliefs with some of the classical consequences of the elements that would 
have been removed by a partial meet contraction (which has its selection function γ , as usual). Then, with an extension of 
γ , we make a partial meet contraction over this expanded base. If instead of an extension of γ we had used an arbitrary 
selection function, the whole construction would make no sense, since the purpose of the construction is to weaken the 
formulas that would have been removed (therefore the extension should remove them in any case, and it does exactly that).

Ribeiro and Wassermann showed that this operator satisfies success, logical inclusion, logical vacuity (if α /∈ Cn(B), 
then B − α = B), extensionality and core-retainment. The corresponding base-generated operation satisfies all basic AGM 
postulates except recovery (this type of operation has been called withdrawal [22]). If Cn∗ is subclassical, the operator also 
satisfies logical relevance3:

(logical relevance) If β ∈ B \ (B − α), then there is a B ′ such that B − α ⊆ B ′ ⊆ Cn(B), α /∈ Cn(B ′), but α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β})
Pseudo-contractions in general are quite flexible. Ribeiro and Wassermann discussed the balance between “degrees” of 

inclusion and recovery. If the base contraction respects inclusion, the base-generated operation will not satisfy recovery. 
If, on the other extreme, a pseudo-contraction adds all that is allowed by logical inclusion, we have a belief set, and thus 
the contraction will satisfy recovery. Notice that this is not possible with GPMPC, since only the set of removed elements 
is expanded. The in-between cases present only “degrees” of inclusion and recovery. In order to limit the additions to the 
base, Ribeiro and Wassermann defined a postulate called core-addition:

(core-addition) If β ∈ (B − α) \ B , then there is a β ′ ∈ B \ (B − α) and a B ′ ⊆ B − α such that α → β ′ /∈ Cn(B ′) but 
α → β ′ ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β})

This postulate is not satisfied by GPMPC in general, but it is not difficult to find cases of the operator satisfying it, 
depending on the Cn∗ used (for example, if fα(B \ ⋂

γ (B ⊥ α)) = {α → β | β ∈ B \ ⋂
γ (B ⊥ α)}, rendering GPMPC as 

restricted Nebel’s operation).
We want to further our understanding of this complicated operation. First, we have found out whether it satisfies some 

important additional properties.

Proposition 18. If a GPMPC operation satisfies inclusion, then it satisfies relevance.

For the proof of Proposition 18, we first need the following lemma.

Lemma 19. Let A∗ = A ∪ X, γ be a selection function for A and γ ∗ be an extension of γ to A∗ . If 
⋂

γ ∗(A∗ ⊥α) ⊆ A, then 
⋂

γ ∗(A∗ ⊥
α) = ⋂

γ (A ⊥ α).

2 We have made slight modifications in the definition to avoid confusion. Where we have written Cn∗(B) was originally B∗ , and fα was Cn∗ .
3 Different from what would be expected, this postulate for a base operation is not equivalent to relevance for the base-generated operation (as is the 

case for inclusion and logical inclusion).
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Proof. If ε ∈ ⋂
γ (A ⊥ α), then ε ∈ X for all X ∈ γ (A ⊥ α). Since, by definition of γ ∗ , for all Y ∈ γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α), there is an 

X ∈ γ (A ⊥ α) such that X ⊆ Y , we conclude that ε ∈ Y for all Y ∈ γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α), therefore 
⋂

γ (A ⊥ α) ⊆ ⋂
γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α).

For the other direction of the proof, let us assume 
⋂

γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α) �
⋂

γ (A ⊥ α). So, there must be an ε ∈ ⋂
γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α)

such that ε /∈ ⋂
γ (A ⊥ α). Thus, ε ∈ Y for all Y ∈ γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α), but ε /∈ X for some X ∈ γ (A ⊥ α), accordingly, for all those 

Y ’s and some of those X ’s, ε ∈ Y \ X . Since X ∈ A ⊥ α, for any ε′ ∈ A \ X we have α ∈ Cn(X ∪ {ε′}), and since α /∈ Cn(Y ), 
it must be the case that ε /∈ A. But we know that 

⋂
γ ∗(A∗ ⊥ α) ⊆ A, therefore this ε cannot exist and so we come to a 

contradiction. �
Proof of Proposition 18. Let − be a GPMPC and −γ be a partial meet contraction. If α is a tautology, B − α = B = B −γ α, 
so let us consider the main case when α /∈ Cn(∅).

Since inclusion holds, 
⋂

γ ∗(Cn∗(B) ⊥ α) ⊆ B , and thus, by Lemma 19, 
⋂

γ ∗(Cn∗(B) ⊥ α) = ⋂
γ (B ⊥ α). We know 

relevance holds for partial meet contraction, so it must hold for GPMPC in this case as well. �
Proposition 20. GPMPC does not satisfy uniformity (in general).

Proof. We give a counterexample:

A = {p,q, r} Cn∗(A) = A ∪ {p ∨ x}
A ⊥ p = {{q, r}} Cn∗(A) ⊥ p = {{q, r, p ∨ x}}
A ⊥ (p ∨ x) = {{q, r}} Cn∗(A) ⊥ (p ∨ x) = {{q, r}}. �

Proposition 21. GPMPC does not satisfy core-addition (in general).

Proof. Again, we can look at a counterexample:
Let A = {p ∧ q}, A ⊥ p = ∅. Let A∗ = {p ∧ q, q ∨ x}, so A∗ ⊥ p = {q ∨ x}. The sentence q ∨ x was legally added to A∗ but 

p ∧ q /∈ Cn({q ∨ x} ∪ {p}). �
The next natural step is to first analyse what happens if we just take the partial meet contraction of the base expanded 

by some weak consequence relation, i.e., Cn∗(B).

Other related work Before continuing with our study of pseudo-contractions, we will briefly mention some related ap-
proaches. Very close to Nebel’s approach, both in goals (saving recovery) and construction, is one of Nayak’s contractions 
found in [25]. In the attempt to regain recovery, the author altered one of the contractions proposed in the paper to expand 
the base with beliefs of the form α → β , where α is the contracted element and β is a formula that was removed.

One of the most important studies concerning a pseudo-contraction (although the authors did not use this term) was 
the one started in [24] by Meyer et al. and extended in [23]. The idea was to use the additional structure provided by 
belief bases to improve the results of theory contraction. The operation they define weakens some formulas, instead of only 
removing, and is uniquely defined for each input formula and “infobase” (as they call their belief bases).

Despite some affinity, our work greatly differs from theirs in terms of general outlook. Their approach is more focused 
on semantics; infobase contraction is not concerned with the syntactic form of the formulas in the base, as they mention. 
Clearly our approach has a syntactic aspect. The drawback of focusing in the semantics is that, for example, the result of 
the infobase contraction (in Example 2 of [24]) {p, q} − (p ∧ q) is the unwieldy set {p ∨ ([p ∧ ¬q ∧ ¬(p ∧ q)] ∨ [q ∧ ¬p ∧
¬(p ∧ q)]), q ∨ ([p ∧ ¬q ∧ ¬(p ∧ q)] ∨ [q ∧ ¬p ∧ ¬(p ∧ q)])}. Each of these formulas are logically equivalent to p ∨ q, which is 
the result to be intuitively expected, but one can argue that the syntactical form of the base matters (specially for practical 
purposes).

Our approach is more general and abstract, focusing on consequence relations, and our intention is to give a better 
understanding of pseudo-contractions in general, not of one construction in particular. Another difference in their paper is 
the language, which was restricted to a two-valued language containing ⊥, � and closed under the standard connectives.

4. Cn*-pseudo-contraction

In this section, we present our proposal for a pseudo-contraction operation that depends on the kind of formulas that 
we are allowed to add when removing a formula. We first introduce the operation and give some examples of use, and then 
show its formal properties. This section and Section 6 contain the main results of the paper.
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Fig. 1. Cn∗
1 in Example 23.

4.1. Definition and examples

We want to study the effects of partial meet contraction over weakly closed sets,4 i.e., sets closed by a consequence 
relation Cn∗ which, in general,5 “produces” fewer consequences than the classical Cn. We can formally define this operator 
as follows:

Definition 22. Let B be a set of sentences, Cn∗ a consequence relation and γ a selection function for Cn∗(B). The operator 
−∗ is such that, for all sentences α:

B −∗ α =
⋂

γ (Cn∗(B) ⊥ α).

We will call this −∗ operator Cn*-pseudo-contraction. If we take Cn∗(A) = A, Cn*-pseudo-contraction becomes partial 
meet for belief bases, and if Cn∗(A) = Cn(A), it becomes partial meet for belief sets. So, this operator is in fact a generaliza-
tion of those approaches, allowing us to get results between them if we make Cn∗ vary in the range between A and Cn(A), 
which correspond to the thresholds for satisfaction of inclusion and logical inclusion, respectively.

Before continuing with formal definitions of Cn*-pseudo-contractions, we should compare it with the most known and 
accepted approaches. We are going to compare it with three of them: the traditional AGM paradigm, base change and AGM 
with a weaker underlying logic (with the same Cn∗ subclassical consequence relation), hereafter referred to as restricted-
AGM. This last approach is the one used, for example, in [8,9] for Horn logics and in [30] for more general logics.

First, addressing traditional AGM contractions, the same arguments in favor of belief base contractions hold for our 
approach. Belief bases are more expressive. In the AGM paradigm one cannot distinguish two inconsistent states. Despite 
Cn*-pseudo-contraction expanding the base before contraction, Cn∗ is in general subclassical and may not imply everything 
from the contradiction.

Now, one might ask what is the difference between our approach and restricted-AGM. In fact, the epistemic states 
would be equally closed under the same subclassical consequence relation. However, in the restricted-AGM approach the 
remainder sets would also be computed under the same restricted logic, which means that the success postulate would be 
checked against this weaker logic, and thus the contracted element would not be entailed by the resulting set with respect 
to this logic, but it could be classically entailed. In our pseudo-contraction, success is still classical, which means that in 
this case the contracted sentence would not be classically entailed by the resulting set. Moreover, if the logic used by the 
restricted-AGM approach is less expressive, the belief base will be encoded in this poorer language, whereas in our approach 
this is not necessarily the case.

We give some examples of the behaviour of this pseudo-contraction.

Example 23. Consider again Example 13 and the belief base B = {p ∧ q}, where p stands for Cleopatra had a son and q, 
Cleopatra had a daughter. If we want to contract by p, applying a base partial meet contraction produces B − p = ∅. This is 
not always the expected result, because the loss of faith in the belief that Cleopatra had a son also made us lose faith in 
the belief that she had a daughter.

In this first example, we can define Cn∗
1 as:

Cn∗
1(X) = X ∪ {αi | there is an I s.t. i ∈ I and

∧
j∈I

α j ∈ X}.

This consequence relation “breaks the conjunctions into conjuncts” producing Cn∗
1(B) = {p ∧ q, p, q}, and then the result 

of the Cn*-pseudo-contraction is {p ∧ q} −∗ p = {q} as illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, we gain a small degree of syntax inde-
pendence comparing to base contraction, for the presence of the separate formulas p and q is not necessary anymore if 

4 The term “closure” is somewhat misused in this paper, as Cn∗ is just a function, not necessarily one that closes the set.
5 Not all results presented here depend on Cn∗ being subclassical.
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Fig. 2. Cn∗
2 in Example 24.

Fig. 3. Cn∗
3 in Example 1.

we have their conjunction. This means that several pseudo-contraction operations based on this Cn∗ will not change their 
results if we exchange some formulas for their conjunction in the base. Thus, these contractions ignore some syntax details, 
giving them some syntax independence.

Example 24. Suppose I believe that the town of Juazeiro do Norte is located in the state of Pernambuco ( j → p) and that the 
state of Pernambuco is located in Brazil (p → b). Talking to a colleague, I find out that this town is not located in his state 
(Pernambuco), that is, I contract j → p from my base. The outcome is B − ( j → p) = {p → b}. So, I no longer know whether 
Juazeiro do Norte is located in Brazil.

In this second example, we can use the following Cn∗
2:

Cn∗
2(X) = X ∪ {α → β | α → δ ∈ X and δ → β ∈ X, for some δ}.

This function gives us one step of the transitivity of the implication, and yields Cn∗
2(B) = { j → p, p → b, j → b} with the 

outcome B −∗ ( j → p) = {p → b, j → b} as shown in Fig. 2.
In [17], Hansson discussed contraction on disjunctively closed belief bases, motivated by Example 1 (Section 1). The 

operation he has studied is a special case of the Cn*-pseudo-contraction. A closure similar to the following Cn∗
3 is used:

Cn∗
3(X) = X ∪ {

∨
i∈I

αi | for all j ∈ I,α j ∈ X}.

This consequence operation introduces disjunctions of formulas in the base, producing Cn∗
3(B) = {a, b, a ∨ b}. As depicted 

in Fig. 3, one of the possible results of the pseudo-contraction is then B −∗ (a ∧ b) = {a ∨ b}, as Hansson wished.

4.2. Formal properties

As usual, we give a characterization for this operator, but before that we need to introduce the following “starred” version 
of some postulates.

(inclusion*) B − α ⊆ Cn∗(B)

(relevance*) If β ∈ Cn∗(B) \ (B − α), then there is a B ′ such that B − α ⊆ B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(B), α /∈ Cn(B ′), but α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β})
(uniformity*) If for all B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(B), α ∈ Cn(B ′) if and only if β ∈ Cn(B ′), then B − α = B − β

It is not surprising that, in order to characterize this generic operator, which embeds two different logics, we would need 
to mention this second logic Cn∗ in the postulates. The representation theorem is the following:
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Theorem 25. Provided that Cn∗ satisfies inclusion, idempotence and subclassicality, an operator is a −∗ operator if and only if it 
satisfies success, inclusion*, relevance* and uniformity*.

Proof. Construction-to-postulates: We know that A −∗ α = ⋂
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) = Cn∗(A) −γ α, where −γ is the partial meet 

contraction. We also know that −γ satisfies success, inclusion, relevance and uniformity. So, we have:

• If α /∈ Cn(∅), then α /∈ Cn(Cn∗(A) −γ α);
• Cn∗(A) −γ α ⊆ Cn∗(A);
• If β ∈ Cn∗(A) \ (Cn∗(A) −γ α), then there is a B ′ such that Cn∗(A) −γ α ⊆ B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(A), α /∈ Cn(B ′), but α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β});
• If for all B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(A), α ∈ Cn(B ′) if and only if β ∈ Cn(B ′), then Cn∗(A) −γ α = Cn∗(A) −γ β .

Since Cn∗(A) −γ α = A −∗ α, we are done.

Postulates-to-construction: This part is almost trivially obtained from the proof of the representation theorem for partial 
meet contraction for bases, which can be found in [19].

Let −∗ be an operation for A that satisfies success, inclusion*, relevance* and uniformity*. From the last proof and 
Observation 28 (ahead) we conclude that −∗ also satisfies logical relevance and uniformity. Let γ be a function such that:

• If Cn∗(A) ⊥ α = ∅, then γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) = {Cn∗(A)};
• Otherwise γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) = {X ∈ Cn∗(A) ⊥ α | A −∗ α ⊆ X}.

We need to show that (1) γ is a well-defined function, (2) γ is a selection function and (3) 
⋂

γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) = A −∗ α
for all α.

Part 1: For γ to be a well-defined function, for all α and β , if Cn∗(A) ⊥α = Cn∗(A) ⊥β , we must have 
⋂

γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α) =⋂
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ β). Suppose that Cn∗(A) ⊥ α = Cn∗(A) ⊥ β . It follows from observation 1.39 in [19] that any subset of 

Cn∗(A) implies α if and only if it implies β . By uniformity, Cn∗(A) −∗ α = Cn∗(A) −∗ β . By the definition of γ we have 
γ (Cn∗(Cn∗(A)) ⊥ α) = γ (Cn∗(Cn∗(A)) ⊥ β). Since Cn∗ is Tarskian, by idempotence, the result follows.

Part 2: For γ to be a selection function it remains to be proven that if Cn∗(A) ⊥ α is not empty, then neither is 
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α). Then, assuming Cn∗(A) ⊥ α = ∅, we know that there is at least one X ∈ Cn∗(A) ⊥ α, and we must show 
that at least one of these X contains A −∗ α. Since Cn∗(A) ⊥ α is not empty, α /∈ Cn(∅), and by success, α /∈ Cn(A −∗ α). 
By inclusion*, A −∗ α ⊆ Cn∗(A), then, by the upper bound property [2], there is an A′ such that A −∗ α ⊆ A′ and A′ ∈
Cn∗(A) ⊥ α. By the construction of γ , γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) is non-empty.

Part 3: Case 1, α ∈ Cn(∅). Then, by logical relevance, since there is no A′ such that α /∈ Cn(A′), no element is in A \ (A −∗
α), then, using inclusion*, A ⊆ A −∗ α ⊆ Cn∗(A). We know that Cn∗(A) ⊥ α = ∅, then 

⋂
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) = Cn∗(A). We need 

to show that Cn∗(A) ⊆ A −∗ α. By relevance*, we know that Cn∗(A) \ (A −∗ α) = ∅, then Cn∗(A) ⊆ A −∗ α.
Case 2, α /∈ Cn(∅). We have that Cn∗(A) ⊥ α is non-empty and, by part 2, γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α) is non-empty as well. Since 

A −∗ α is a subset of all elements of γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α), A −∗ α ⊆ ⋂
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α). We need to show that 

⋂
γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α) ⊆

A −∗ α.
Take ε /∈ A −∗ α. If ε /∈ Cn∗(A), obviously ε /∈ ⋂

γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥ α). If ε ∈ Cn∗(A) \ (A −∗ α), then by relevance* there is an 
A′ such that A −∗ α ⊆ A′ ⊆ Cn∗(A), α /∈ Cn(A′) but α ∈ Cn(A′ ∪ {ε}). It follows from the upper bound property that there is 
an A′′ such that A ⊆ A′′ and A′′ ∈ Cn∗(A) ⊥α. From A ⊆ A′′ , α ∈ Cn(A′ ∪ ε) and ε ∈ A′′ we conclude that α ∈ Cn(A′′), so we 
must have ε /∈ A′′ . By our definition of γ , A′′ ∈ γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α), and since ε /∈ A′′ , we conclude that ε /∈ ⋂

γ (Cn∗(A) ⊥α). �
Here we prove that this operation satisfies success indeed, and not just a starred version of it (as would be the case for 

restricted-AGM).

(success*) If α /∈ Cn∗(∅), then α /∈ Cn∗(B − α)

Despite the fact that the non-starred uniformity is not always satisfied, we have the weaker extensionality. Relevance is 
not satisfied, nor its weakening, core-retainment.

Proposition 26. The −∗ operator satisfies extensionality.

Proof. Follows directly from the fact that partial meet contraction for bases satisfies extensionality. �
Proposition 27. The −∗ operator does not satisfy core-retainment.

Proof. We give a counter-example:

B = {β,β ∧ α}, Cn∗(B) = {β,β ∧ α,α,β → α}.
We can have a contraction B −∗ α = {β → α}. �
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Depending on some properties of Cn∗ , we can assign additional properties to the operation. If Cn∗ satisfies inclusion and 
subclassicality, particularly, then logical inclusion and uniformity will hold.

Observation 28. If Cn∗ satisfies

• subclassicality, then an operation satisfying inclusion* also satisfies logical inclusion.
• inclusion, then an operation satisfying uniformity* also satisfies uniformity.
• subclassicality and inclusion, then an operation satisfying relevance* also satisfies logical relevance.

From this observation it follows that Cn∗ being subclassical is a sufficient condition for −∗ to be properly called a 
pseudo-contraction (success is granted by the partial meet).

As already mentioned, the fact that kernel contraction does not satisfy relevance causes it to violate relative closure, 
an important property when it comes to rational contractions. Since the Cn*-pseudo-contraction also violates relevance, we 
have to check whether it still preserves relative closure.

Proposition 29. If Cn∗ satisfies inclusion, the −∗ operator satisfies relative closure.

Proof. We know that A −∗ α = Cn∗(A) −γ α, where −γ is the partial meet contraction. Since partial meet satisfies relative 
closure [19], Cn∗(A) ∩ Cn(Cn∗(A) −γ α) ⊆ Cn∗(A) −γ α is valid. From this we have Cn∗(A) ∩ Cn(A −∗ α) ⊆ A −∗ α. By the 
inclusion property of Cn∗ (which is Tarskian) and set theory we get A ∩ Cn(A −∗ α) ⊆ Cn∗(A) ∩ Cn(A −∗ α). �

Cn*-pseudo-contraction operates in an intermediate level between the complete syntactic independence of classical belief 
revision and complete syntactic dependence of belief base operations. Uniformity* describes the kind of syntactic indepen-
dence that can be expected for the proposed operation. This characteristic has important consequences. For example, vacuity 
(a principle of minimal change which states that, if you do not believe in the input sentence, its contraction will not change 
your beliefs) is not satisfied. This violation is related to the satisfaction of another property, which we call enforced closure*, 
that illustrates this balance on syntactic independence.

(enforced closure*) B − α = Cn∗(B − α)

Proposition 30. If Cn∗ is Tarskian and satisfies subclassicality, an operator that satisfies inclusion* and relevance* also satisfies en-
forced closure*.

Proof. Since Cn∗ is Tarskian, by inclusion, A − α ⊆ Cn∗(A − α). We want to show that Cn∗(A − α) ⊆ A − α. Suppose 
by contradiction that β ∈ Cn∗(A − α) \ (A − α). From inclusion*, monotonicity and idempotence of Cn∗ we obtain β ∈
Cn∗(A) \ (A −α). Relevance* guarantees that there is an A′ such that A −α ⊆ A′ ⊆ Cn∗(A), α /∈ Cn(A′) but α ∈ Cn(A′ ∪ {β}). 
By subclassicality of Cn∗ and β ∈ Cn∗(A − α) we have β ∈ Cn(A − α). By A − α ⊆ A′ and by the inclusion property of Cn, 
β ∈ Cn(A′). So, we have Cn(A′) = Cn(A′ ∪ {β}), which is a contradiction. �

Enforced closure* forces the base to be closed, even when the input is not in the original set of beliefs. Nevertheless, the 
−∗ operator at least satisfies a weaker variant of vacuity, vacuity*.

(vacuity*) If α /∈ Cn(B), then B − α = Cn∗(B)

Proposition 31. If Cn∗ satisfies subclassicality, an operator that satisfies inclusion* and relevance* also satisfies vacuity*.

Proof. Assume α /∈ Cn(B).
By inclusion* we already have B − α ⊆ Cn∗(B). To finish the proof it is sufficient to prove that Cn∗(B) \ (B − α) = ∅.
By relevance*, if β ∈ Cn∗(B) \ (B − α), then there is a B ′ such that B − α ⊆ B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(B) and α ∈ Cn(B ′ ∪ {β}). From 

this and subclassicality of Cn∗ we get B ′ ∪ {β} ⊆ Cn∗(B) ⊆ Cn(B) and then by monotony and idempotence of Cn we have 
Cn(B ′ ∪ {β}) ⊆ Cn(B). Since α /∈ Cn(B) by assumption, we cannot have such α. �

Notice that the satisfaction of vacuity by GPMPC comes at a cost: it has a less “uniform” behaviour as compared to the 
Cn*-pseudo-contraction, as it does not satisfy in general any version of uniformity. Cn*-pseudo-contraction, on the other 
hand, satisfies uniformity* under fairly weak assumptions on the properties of Cn∗ .

We can circumvent Cn*-pseudo-contraction’s lack of vacuity by defining the operation to do nothing in the case where 
the input sentence is not entailed by the base. However, with this we lose relevance* and only “partially” get rid of enforced 
closure*. These effects show the need for a way to limit the additions to the base, and one way to codify this limit is via 
the postulate of core-addition. In Section 6 we will introduce a variant of Cn*-pseudo-contraction which can easily satisfy 
the core-addition postulate (if the right consequence relation is used), but first we will show two practical examples of Cn∗
which occur in the literature.
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5. Applications

In this section, we present two examples of applications with different notions of Cn∗ . The first one was the original 
motivation for this work: revising and maintaining ontologies described in description logics. Ontology engineers typically 
represent part of the relations between classes and take a form of closure for granted. The second application is a form of 
approximate reasoning where only part of the language is considered for inferences and which has already been used for 
approximating belief revision.

5.1. Ontology engineering

Ontologies6 are explicit specifications of some body of knowledge, designating a set of concepts and their properties, as 
well as relationships between these concepts. Usually these representations are implemented through a knowledge base 
consisting of a set of sentences of some description logic, like ALC .7 Ontologies have a wide variety of applications today.

Ontology engineering, the process of creating and maintaining ontologies, is often done with the aid of ontology editing 
software, such as Protégé.8 With this kind of software, the users can specify an ontology and query it.

The knowledge bases used in ontology engineering are represented as belief bases: they are not closed by deduction. 
Due to that, the response power of queries is reduced. As a way to bypass this limitation, weak closures like Cn∗ are 
commonplace in this field. Inference engines in ontology engineering software (for example, HermiT9) are used to expand 
the set of beliefs in the knowledge base, in order to support user queries.

It is not uncommon that these ontologies present inconsistencies, or become inconsistent with the addition of new in-
formation. If, with the goal of avoiding these inconsistencies, we apply a contraction operation on the expanded belief base, 
the operation is exactly as the Cn*-pseudo-contraction depicted before. Here we face the question whether we should do 
the contraction over the original base or over the expanded one (which brings us back to the same base contraction versus 
pseudo-contraction dilemma). These operations have been carried out in practice without much theoretical background. We 
now hope to have shed some light in what happens behind the curtains in these operations.

In the following, based on the observed behaviour of HermiT inside the Protégé environment, we show that Cn∗
H , the 

consequence function used by the HermiT reasoner, satisfies all properties necessary to label it as an example of the Cn∗
studied here. Given an ontology (or knowledge base) K B , HermiT is expected to generate an inferred ontology Cn∗

H (K B)

that is the smallest set for which the following properties hold10:

• If an axiom is in K B , it is in Cn∗
H (K B).

• For all pairs of user defined concepts C, D , if K B |= C � D , then C � D ∈ Cn∗
H (K B).

• For all user defined individuals a and concepts C , if K B |= a : C , then a : C ∈ Cn∗
H (K B).

• For all user defined individuals x, y and roles r, if K B |= (x, y) : r, then (x, y) : r ∈ Cn∗
H (K B).

Proposition 32. The Cn∗
H defined above satisfies inclusion, idempotence, monotonicity and subclassicality.

Proof. The first observation warrants that Cn∗
H satisfies inclusion.

It is easy to see that if one of the three last rules is used to generate a consequence over K B , this same consequence 
would be generated for any K B ′ such that K B ⊆ K B ′ , since the usual underlying consequence relation |= for description 
logics is monotonic. Thus, Cn∗

H is also monotonic.
Since all the consequences generated by the four rules above are also consequences of CnF O L (considering the standard 

translation of description logics to first order logic), Cn∗
H is subclassical.

Applying Cn∗
H twice is the same as applying it once, that is, Cn∗

H (K B) = Cn∗
H (Cn∗

H (K B)). Since Cn∗
H (K B) ⊆ Cn∗

H (Cn∗
H (K B))

(by the first rule), we must only prove that Cn∗
H (K B) ⊇ Cn∗

H (Cn∗
H (K B)). We prove by contradiction. Suppose there exists 

some ϕ ∈ Cn∗
H (Cn∗

H (K B)) \ Cn∗
H (K B). As ϕ is in Cn∗

H (Cn∗
H (K B)) but not in Cn∗

H (K B), it follows from the minimality of 
Cn∗

H (Cn∗
H (K B)) that ϕ must be generated by one of the three last rules, all of which imply that Cn∗

H (K B) |= ϕ . Since Cn∗
H

is subclassical, K B |= Cn∗
H (K B). Hence, as |= is transitive, K B |= ϕ , and because Cn∗

H (Cn∗
H (K B)) was generated by one of 

the three last rules, it has one of the corresponding formats. Thus, ϕ ∈ Cn∗
H (K B), which is a contradiction. Therefore, Cn∗

H
is idempotent. �

Thus, we have a Cn∗
H that satisfies inclusion, idempotence, monotonicity and subclassicality, which makes it a perfect 

example of our weak closure Cn∗ described in the previous sections. Therefore, all those properties hold for Cn∗
H as well, 

and a pseudo-contraction based on it would have the aforementioned properties.

6 For an introduction on the subject see [12], [13].
7 An introduction to description logics can be found in [5].
8 http://protege .stanford .edu/.
9 http://www.hermit -reasoner.com/.

10 Unfortunately, we can neither prove nor find any documentation about these properties. Either way, this should be the standard behaviour.

http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/
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Fig. 4. Cn∗
H in Example 33.

Example 33. Consider Example 13 in a Description Logics context, modelled as follows:

• Concepts: Person, Man and Woman.
• Role: hasChild (domain: Person; range: Person).
• Individuals (assumed different): cleopatra, c1 and c2.
• TBox axioms: Man � Person, Woman � Person.
• ABox axioms: c1 : Man, c2 : Woman, cleopatra : Woman, (cleopatra, c1) : hasChild, (cleopatra, c2) : hasChild.

Let K B be the ontology above, and let α be the sentence cleopatra : ∃hasChild.Man. We have11

Cn∗
H (K B) = K B ∪ {c1 : Person, c2 : Person, cleopatra : Person}

and

Cn∗
H (K B) ⊥ α = {Cn∗

H (K B) \ {c1 : Man}, Cn∗
H (K B) \ {(cleopatra, c1) : hasChild}}.

Thus, depending on the selection function γ , the operation −∗ may remove our belief that c1 is a man, our belief that c1 is 
Cleopatra’s child, or both.

We have implemented12 the operation −∗ using HermiT’s Cn∗
H operator. In the example above, considering γ defined as

γ
(
Cn∗

H (K B) ⊥ α
) =

{
Cn∗

H (K B) ⊥ α if this set is not empty (which is the case)

{Cn∗
H (K B)} otherwise,

our program outputs the following ontology, as expected:{
Man � Person, Woman � Person,

c2 : Woman, cleopatra : Woman,

(cleopatra, c2) : hasChild,

c1 : Person, c2 : Person, cleopatra : Person,

ALLDIFF({c1, c2, cleopatra})}.
Fig. 4 illustrates this example.

5.2. Limited inference

Another application of our framework is the limited inference that Levesque introduced to deal with explicit beliefs [21]
(but we will follow the presentation of this logic given by [32]). He distinguished between an agent’s explicit and implicit 
beliefs and argued that the set of explicit beliefs should actually be closed under a very weak logic, avoiding, for example, 
belief in p ∧ q without belief in q ∧ p.

11 Aside from tautologies containing top and bottom concepts.
12 The source code is available at https://github .com /viniciusbm /srwpseudocontraction.

https://github.com/viniciusbm/srwpseudocontraction
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Levesque proposed a formal definition for a multivalued logic convenient to model limited reasoning. The syntax of the 
logic follows that of propositional logic. The difference lies in the interpretations: valuations are not defined over the atoms 
of the language, but over the set of literals. The restriction is that an atom and its negation should not be both mapped into 
0. Hence, differently from classical valuation, for each atom p, instead of two different options it is possible to have three 
possibilities: v(p) = 1 and v(¬p) = 0; v(p) = 0 and v(¬p) = 1; and v(p) = 1 and v(¬p) = 1 (in the same vein as Priest’s 
Logic of Paradox [28]).

A set of formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF) 	 3-entails a formula in CNF α (	 �3 α) if every valuation that maps 
	 into 1 also maps α into 1. The consequence operator C3(	) = {α | 	 �3 α} is Tarskian and subclassical which makes it a 
possible candidate for Cn∗ . Furthermore, checking if α ∈ C3(	) can be done in polynomial time over the size of 	 and α.

Finally, �3 has an intuitive axiomatization given by classical proof theory without modus ponens. Hence, for example, 
p ∧ q �3 q ∧ p and p ∨ q �3 q ∨ p, but p, ¬p ∨ q �3 q.

For the above mentioned reasons, C3 is an interesting candidate for Cn∗ in our framework. Consider the following 
example: B = {¬p ∨ q, p}, B ′ = {q ∨ ¬p, p}. Both these bases are classically equivalent and, although B �3 q, notice that 
q classically follows from both, i.e. B � q and B ′ � q. Hence, the contraction B − q is not trivial. However, since B and B ′
are not syntactically identical, there is no guarantee that B − q = B ′ − q. For example, we could have B − q = {¬p ∨ q}
and B ′ − q = {q}. On the other hand, using our framework with Cn∗ = C3, since C3(B) = C3(B ′), we would have that 
B −∗ q = B ′ −∗ q = ⋂

γ (C3(B) ⊥ q).
This example gives an interesting balance between syntactic independence and computational complexity. The closure 

over C3 is easy to compute and it keeps finite bases finite. Furthermore, it guarantees some sort of syntactic independence 
which prevents some of the drawbacks of the belief base approach.

Levesque’s logic has been extended by Schaerf and Cadoli [32] to deal with approximations of classical logic. The idea is 
to add as a parameter to the �3 relation a set S of atoms. This is the set of atoms for which the valuation should behave 
classically, i.e., for which the atom and its negation should be assigned opposite values. Hence, for these atoms, the third 
possibility is excluded. If S is empty, we have the original logic suggested by Levesque and if S is the full language, we are 
back to classical logic. This logic has already been used to model approximate belief revision in [7]. It is not hard to see that 
for any fixed S , �S

3 is also Tarskian and subclassical.

6. Two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction

In this section, we introduce another kind of Cn*-pseudo-contraction, which also takes into account the input formula. 
We then show that the operation of local contraction, which focuses in the part relevant to the input, can be seen as a 
special case of the two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction defined.

6.1. A more general operation

The Cn*-pseudo-contraction operator introduced in Definition 22 makes use of a consequence relation Cn∗ which de-
pends only on the belief base. As a result of that, the base is expanded with formulas that are not necessarily useful as 
weakenings of the elements that will be given up. We can look at the more general case where the Cn∗ relation used 
depends also on the input sentence. We use pseudo-contractions as a way to weaken formulas in base contraction. This 
two-place generalization allows us to weaken only the formulas related to the contracted element, which brings us closer 
to a core-addition compliant operation.

Definition 34. Let B be a set of sentences, Cn∗ : L × 2L → 2L and γ a selection function for Cn∗(α, B). The operator −̇ is 
such that, for all sentences α:

B−̇α =
⋂

γ (Cn∗(α, B) ⊥ α).

We will call this operator two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction. We can see these two-place Cn∗ as functions generating one 
consequence relation Cn∗

α for each sentence α. If all Cn∗
α satisfy a given property of consequence relations of Section 2 (e.g., 

monotonicity), then we say that Cn∗ satisfies said property.
This operator is a generalization of Nebel’s pseudo-contraction and of GPMPC. These two operators cannot be seen as 

specialized versions of (one-place) Cn*-pseudo-contraction since for B −∗ α, Cn∗(B) is the same for all α, whereas those 
operators add different things to the base depending on the formula to be removed. Note that some properties which hold 
for Nebel’s pseudo-contraction and GPMPC may not hold in general, but can be easily obtained by adding restrictions to 
the definition of the particular Cn∗(α, B). Vacuity, for example, can be obtained by adding the restriction Cn∗(α, B) = B if 
α /∈ Cn(B).

Since two-place Cn*-pseudo-contractions are generalizations of the Cn*-pseudo-contractions, it is natural that some of 
the properties showed in the previous section do not hold for the former. Particularly, they satisfy success, inclusion* 
and relevance*, but uniformity* is lost. This happens because this postulate relates two operations, each of which using a 
particular Cn∗

α . Uniformity* is then replaced by the odd condition:
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If for all B ′ ⊆ Cn∗(α, B), α ∈ Cn(B ′) if and only if β ∈ Cn(B ′), then 
⋂

γ (Cn∗(α, B) ⊥ α) = ⋂
γ (Cn∗(α, B) ⊥ β).

The expression in the left-hand side of the equals sign is equivalent to B−̇α, but the expression in the right-hand side is 
not the same as B−̇β , since α was used in the parameter of Cn∗ instead of β . For the same reason this pseudo-contraction 
also violates the postulate of extensionality. Nevertheless, we can recover this postulate if we restrict the two-place Cn∗
making it always use a canonical form of the formula (which could be obtained for formulas of classical propositional logic, 
for instance, by using CNF and a lexicographic ordering on atoms):

Proposition 35. If for all α, β, B it is the case that Cn∗(α, B) = Cn∗( f (α), B), where f (α) = f (β) if Cn(α) = Cn(β), then the −̇
operator satisfies extensionality.

Proof. If Cn(α) = Cn(β), then by extensionality of partial meet contraction, 
⋂

γ (Cn∗( f (α), B) ⊥ α) = ⋂
γ (Cn∗( f (α), B) ⊥

β), but since Cn(α) = Cn(β), we have that f (α) = f (β) and thus B−̇α = B−̇β . �
This proposition explains why GPMPC satisfies extensionality despite being a two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction: the only 

place in which its weak closure takes the input α into account is inside a partial meet contraction, and if two formulas are 
logically equivalent, by extensionality of partial meet contraction, the result of the contraction is the same. So, Cn∗(α, B) in 
this case is the same for all equivalent α.

The first and third items of Observation 28 and Propositions 29, 30 and 31 are also valid and applicable to two-place 
Cn*-pseudo-contractions.

This time we can restore vacuity without losing relevance* (different from the situation with the one-place Cn∗). We can 
preclude Cn∗ from adding anything if α /∈ Cn(B), since α and B are now parameters of the consequence function, forcing 
Cn∗(α, B) = B when α /∈ Cn(B), so that B − α = Cn∗(α, B) = B , and thus keeping relevance*. Also, despite enforced closure* 
being satisfied, its effect can be nullified for we can now generate only consequences related to the removed element, which 
could have been lost in the contraction and therefore are not just useless derivative formulas.

As an example of the use of a two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction, we now consider the idea of local change, proposed in 
[20].

6.2. Application: local change

In [20], Hansson and Wassermann proposed a local consequence operator. This operator looks at the relevant part of the 
belief base with respect to a certain formula (or set of formulas) and extracts the consequences of only this relevant subset 
of the base. To find this relevant part of the base, they used the concept of compartments around a formula, defined as the 
elements of the minimal consistent subsets of the base that either imply the formula or its negation:

Definition 36. [20] The compartment of A relevant to α is defined by:

c(α, A) =
{ ∅, if α ∈ Cn(∅) or ¬α ∈ Cn(∅)⋃

((A ⊥⊥ α) ∪ (A ⊥⊥ ¬α) \ (A ⊥⊥ ⊥)) otherwise.

Hansson and Wassermann define a local consequence operator as Cnα(B) = Cn(c(α, B)). As this is meant to generate 
only the inferences relevant to α, it is easy to see that this operator is not Tarskian, as it does not satisfy inclusion.

Based on this idea, we propose the following two-place Cn∗:

Definition 37. Cn∗(α, A) = A ∪ Cn(c(α, A)).

This weak closure operation expands the original belief base with respect only to beliefs that can be considered relevant 
to the sentence being contracted. Now we want to verify what properties this Cn∗ satisfies.

Proposition 38. Cn∗ of Definition 37 satisfies inclusion, monotonicity and subclassicality, but does not satisfy idempotence.

The only result in this paper that applies to two-place Cn*-pseudo-contractions and depends on idempotence is Propo-
sition 30, which is no surprise, as we have already noted that two-place Cn*-pseudo-contractions in general do not satisfy 
enforced closure*. Observation 28 applies to Cn∗ of Definition 37 except for the second item, because uniformity* is not 
satisfied by two-place Cn*-pseudo-contractions. Propositions 29 and 31 are also applicable to this construction.

Fig. 5 shows how this study helps to complete the picture of (pseudo-)contraction operations, by illustrating how the 
two operations introduced here comprise a backbone of their hierarchy. In particular, we can see that most of the operations 
“in the middle” of the diagram are not unrelated generalizations of AGM contraction, but are actually all siblings via (one 
or two-place) Cn*-pseudo-contractions. Further investigation is necessary to decide whether all Local Change operations are 
GPMPC operations (the converse is not the case).
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Fig. 5. A → B means that all operations of type A are also operations of type B . The operations depicted above are: Two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction; 
Cn*-pseudo-contraction; Local Change (a two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction using the Cn∗ of Definition 37); Hansson’s pseudo-contraction (Fig. 3); partial 
meet contraction for belief Bases; partial meet contraction for belief sets (AGM); restricted Nebel’s pseudo-contraction; GPMPC.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we explored the relatively unknown space of operations between AGM and belief base contractions, the 
so-called pseudo-contractions.

The AGM paradigm assumes that the knowledge of an agent is represented by belief sets. Although the AGM construc-
tions can also be applied to belief bases, the resulting operations can lead to some unwanted waste of formulas, because 
the inclusion postulate forbids the addition of weakened versions of existing formulas to a belief base. Pseudo-contractions 
satisfy logical inclusion instead, reducing informational loss when compared to base contractions while maintaining a level 
of expressivity higher than that of belief sets (at least avoiding trivialization in case of contradiction, i.e. distinct inconsistent 
bases may be treated differently).

We have proposed two different forms of pseudo-contraction. The first one, Cn*-pseudo-contraction, relies on a transfor-
mation function Cn∗ that enriches a belief base with some of its consequences. We provided a representation theorem that 
relates our pseudo-contraction construction to AGM partial-meet contraction and postulates and we proved some properties 
of the construction based on the properties of the particular Cn∗ chosen. We also presented two examples of applications, 
illustrating specific useful Cn∗s.

The second operation, two-place Cn*-pseudo-contraction, depends not only on the belief base, but also on the input 
formula. This is necessary if we want to capture some notion of relevance in the operation. Together with the (one-place) 
Cn*-pseudo-contraction, this operation helps to complete the backbone of the hierarchy of pseudo-contraction operations, 
showing how all of them are related (Fig. 5).

There is still a lot to be done. Revision operations and kernel constructions were only touched upon. In future work, we 
would like to extend the results to kernel operations and investigate under which conditions revisions can be defined using 
the Levi identity and when it is necessary to define them with specific constructions.

A complete study and characterization of two-place Cn*-pseudo-contractions is another topic left for future work.
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